
QUIZ QUESTIONS GRADE 3, 4 AND 5 (November 2019) 

I) Choose the correct option 

1) There is only one red marble in each of these bags. 

 

Without looking in the bag, you are to pick a marble out of one of the bags. Which bag 

would give you the greatest chance of picking the red marble? 

A) The bag with 10 marbles 

B) The bag with 100 marbles 

C) The bag with 1000 marbles 

D) All bags would give the same chance. 

 

2)  This picture shows a cube with one edge marked. How many edges does the cube have 

altogether? 

 

A) 6 

B) 8 



C) 12 

D) 24 

3) Four children measured the width of a room by counting how many paces it took them to 

cross it. The chart shows their measurements. 

 

Who had the longest pace? 

A) Stephen 

B) Erlane 

C) Ana 

D) Carlos 

4) Which of these would most likely be measured in milliliters? 

A) The amount of liquid in a teaspoon 

B) The weight (mass) of a pin 

C) The amount of gasoline in a tank 

D) The thickness of 10 sheets of paper 

        I      Circle the related analogy.  

1)  Hairdresser is to client as doctor is to patient / medicine / customer 

2)  Courage is to adventurer as fear is to bravery / explorer / coward 

3)  Land is to dirt as ocean is to rich / finger / water 

4) Perplex is to confuse as irritate is to happy / annoy / mad 

 



        II     Select a suitable figure from the four alternatives that would complete the figure 

matrix. 

                                                                        

 

III Numerical Ability 

a. 77, 75, 67, 65, ___, ___ 

b. 35, 33, 27, 25, ___, ______ 

c. 51, 49, 48, 46, ___, ______ 

d. ___, ___, 37, 29, 21, 13 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Geography 

I) Which are the neighboring counties of Pakistan? 

II)  Complete the following table. 

Country Capital city 

A 

Afghanistan  

Albania  

Algeria  

Andorra  

Angola  

Antigua and Barbuda  

Argentina  

Armenia  

Australia  

Austria  

Azerbaijan  

 

 

 

 

 

 


